
Printed Switch Covers
Switch covers for Carling Contura Rocker Switches are available in multiple 
styles. The switch covers are made of black, white, or red, thermoplastic poly-
carbonate and a hard nylon overlay.  Printed switch covers are used to 
quickly identify a switches function. Carrying a symbol and a small 
amount of text, our printed switch covers are easy to read and built to 
last. All Pacer printed switch covers �t the Carling Contura 
Rocker Switches.

Thermoplastic polycarbonate
with a hard nylon overlay

Fits any Contura switch body

Easy to install

Resistant to Abrasion

Multiple lens options

Resistant to exposure

Designed for interchanging

Multiple identi�cation options

Resistant to UV exposure

Ideal for marine use

Long lasting design

Durable body
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Available Switch Bodies

With a change-out time of fewer than 10 seconds, Pacer’s printed switch covers are the ideal solution for your switch body needs. UV resistant 
and designed for longevity, these switch covers will not melt or change under direct sun exposure regardless of the amount of time that they spend 
there. Available in a variety of body colors, body styles, lens colors, and number of lenses, these switch covers are the standard contura size and fit all 
industry-standard mounts. 

Whether searching for a single printed switch cover or enough to handle a line of boats, Pacer has what you are looking for in the styles that
you need. Contact a Pacer expert with any questions that you may have.

Soon to be Added Switch Bodies

We are working hard
to get these new body
styles added to the site
for all our customers
to access. In the mean-
time, feel free to reach
out to a customer 
service representative
if you are planning a
large order using one
of the styles viewed 
here.
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